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Denial, anger, bargaining and acceptance these are four emotions drivers go through when they
pay for gas. With fuel prices sky-rocketing, carmakers counter the problem by creating high fuel
economy vehicles. For Edmonton shoppers, local dealerships offer Hyundai vehicles. The brand is
famous for offering quite a reputable bang for the buck in terms of manufacturing high-quality,
affordable and fuel-economy automobiles. Models you can look into are the Accent, Veloster and
Elantra.

The Accent used to be a blandly styled vehicle.  However, the newly-designed version shares the
sharp styling of its siblings, the Sonata and the Elantra. The Accent comes in a sedan or a
hatchback, and offers an accommodating interior and attractive finish. Whatâ€™s noteworthy about this
automobile is its four-cylinder 1.6L engine that brags an excellent fuel economy. A worthy add-on for
shoppers is a six-speed transmission for a significant boost in powertrain performance.

The Veloster is another Hyundai with laudable fuel-economy and should undoubtedly be your top-
pick amongfun-to-drive hatchbacks. The Veloster offers a lot of features for the money with its
contemporary brave design that comes alive through sleek lines, aggressive details and
asymmetrical three-door layout. Yes, there are three real doors; not two, and a hatch. This offers
sporty coupe styling without compromising convenience plus a large trunk that provides respectable
cargo hauling. For a little car, the Veloster offers decent power from its 1.6L engine and 138HP.

The Elantra is actually a comeback kid. It was first introduced in the early 90s, and after its relaunch,
it showed its worth with improved reliability, performance and styling. The Elantraâ€™s solid built quality,
spacious and well-designed cabin and long list of safety features make it a strong contender in the
compact sedan segment. The Elantra, which looks classy for its price, boasts of fuel economy from
its 1.8L engine that produces 148 HP.

Aside from these, the Hyundai dealerships Edmonton car buyers prefer also offer other makes. 
While shoppers can save on fuel, they can make further significant savings through flexible modes
of payment. These are specifically designed to fit any budget to make purchasing convenient.

If youâ€™re a Hyundai Edmonton car shopper, you can also use a car finder tool to make shopping
easier. Just fill out your desired vehicle specifications and an auto sales representative will get back
to you as soon as they find a match to your requirements.

The Hyundai dealerships Edmonton car buyers recommend carry long warranty coverage for your
automobile. There is also a complete range of car services and parts to keep your vehicle in top
condition. If you would like to read up some more on Hyundai vehicles, visit autos.yahoo.com.
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For more details, search a Hyundai Edmonton and a Hyundai dealerships Edmonton in Google.
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